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VERSATILE
FIAT DOBLO SPACEPLUS™

FIAT DOBLO
SPACEPLUS™
The Gowrings Mobility Doblo SpacePlus™ is an
extremely spacious car that can accommodate
most wheelchairs.
With its unmistakeable design, comfortable and
versatile interior and its efficient and reliable
performance, the Fiat Doblo is a lifestyle changer.
The car comes with a high performance and
economical 1.4l petrol engine. Stop and start
technology is available on certain models to
deliver impressive fuel economy and
lower emissions.

OUR CONVERSION
Our conversion has been designed
and fully tested to deliver an
exceptional passenger experience
to the wheelchair user.
The unique bi-link rear suspension is
retained, absorbing noise and vibrations
to deliver the optimum combination
of comfort and driving pleasure. The
lowered rear floor provides greater
visibility whilst a lightweight ramp
makes entry into the class-leading
rear cabin space a simple task.

The versatile passenger space can
offer the option of a seat either side
of the wheelchair allowing all rear
passengers to sit together, a rarity
in a ‘small’ converted vehicle.
A host of additional options are
available to fully tailor your new car
to your needs. Please contact us for
further details.

SEATING LAYOUTS
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1. No rear seat option
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2. One fixed or removable rear seat option
3. Two rear seats option

KEY FEATURES
• Class-leading
wheelchair space

• Lightweight ramp

• Lowered, strengthened
rear floor
• Wipe clean floor trim

• Four point wheelchair
securing system
• Up to two fixed or
removable rear seats

DIMENSIONS
Rear retractor belts

Removable seat

MAX. WHEELCHAIR SPACE

HEADROOM

1650mm (65”) length
848mm (33”) width

Entry height: 1502mm (59”)

Width 678mm (27”) with
two rear seats
RAMP LENGTH
1145mm (45”)

Internal minimum height:
1475mm (58”)
CAR DIMENSIONS
4390mm (173”) length
1832mm (73”) width
1930mm (76’”) height

PERFORMANCE

Shopping net

Storage box with belt store

Engine

Combined
Fuel Economy
(mpg)

CO2
emissions
(g/km)

1.4 95 HP petrol

39.2

165

OUR UNIQUE DEMONSTRATION SERVICE

FIND OUT MORE

A member of our demonstration team will bring the vehicle to
you so you can fully test it. The demonstration will allow you to
test drive and experience all the key features of the car firsthand, making sure it’s the right vehicle for your needs.

ONCE YOU ARE AN OWNER

Whether you are looking for a car
for personal use or are a transport
operator, the Fiat Doblo SpacePlus™
is the perfect choice. One of our
expert advisors will discuss your
specific requirements to ensure that
you make the right choice for your
motoring needs. They can also advise
on the available buying options: cash,
finance, Motability scheme or leasing.

Once you have placed your order a member of our delivery
team will keep you updated throughout the entire process.
Following delivery our relationship continues with our excellent
after-sales support team on hand should you ever need us.

0345 608 8020
gowringsmobility.co.uk

We recommend that transport operators invite clients and
service users to the demonstration to ensure that you get the
most out of the day. This service is free* and carries no obligation.

THE UK’S ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER
OF WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VEHICLES

*UK Mainland only. Multiple demonstrations may carry a charge.
While Gowrings Mobility makes every effort to ensure that the information in this brochure is correct at time of going to print we reserve the right to make changes without prior notice.
0345 numbers cost no more to call than a geographic (01 or 02) number and are usually included in inclusive minutes packages and discount schemes. Calls may be recorded for
training purposes. All trademarks are acknowledged.
Gowrings Mobility Group Ltd, Daytona Drive, Thatcham, Berkshire, RG19 4ZD

